
In most areas, there are typically 3-5- basic electric
rate plans available. Within each rate plan, there are
countless riders available to customize the rate
structure to your particular needs. Depending on the
size of your facility, how much power you use, and
when you use it, there are possibly dozens of riders
available in multiple combinations to minimize your
payment. You need ERA to help you get a handle on
your operating expenses.

Why do you need ERA?

What is ERA?
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What we do
We perform a Feasability Study of your facility. This survey examines how power is delivered to your
building(s). After we determine how power is delivered, we perform an in-depth evaluation of how the
power is distributed and utilized within your facility. All of this information is compiled into our program,
which will compare it with the countless riders available for each of the electrical rate plan. Finally, this
program determines the best rate plan & riders for your facility and generates the guaranteed savings.

Quite simply, Energy Rate Analysis (ERA) gathers the electric utility rate plans plus the options (riders)
available in your area, and compares them with your facility’s dynamics and usage patterns. Our
exclusive program will reveal if you are paying too much for electricity and will generate what you can
expect as guaranteed savings.

Did you know?
1 in 4 commercial/industrial buildings
are in the wrong rate structure plan for
their facility.

Companies in the wrong rate plan are
paying on average 18% more than they
should be paying.

Most areas have 3-5 electrical rate
plans, but within those plans, there are
hundreds of riders available.

Our feasability study is done at no cost
or obligation to you!
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It’s win-win, redefined.



It’s win-win, redefined.

Q: How do I pay for ERA?
A: Simply apply your rate changes,

then let ERA begin to pay you back.

Average Monthly Expense
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T E M P C O N T R O L S E R V I C E S , I N C .

44755 Leslie Lane
Canton, MI 48187
734-673-5230

For more information, contact:

It’s easy to get started

Results typically take 2-3 weeks to generate.

There are three simple steps to get started:

1. Get a copy of the past 3 months of electric bills.
2. Sign the electrical release form which allows us

to get detailed data from the utility company.
3. Allow us to perform an on-site study.


